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Submit as Exhibit VIII. C.6.a., a description of the proposed gaming area (or areas, if more than 
one is being considered. 
 
 
The action is on…. 
The Gaming Areas of the Live! Hotel & Casino are composed of a number of dynamic and 
proven gaming experiences catering to the interests of a variety of guests.   
 
The Casino Gaming Floor exhibits playful elegance with contemporary detailing.  Rich jeweled 
toned carpet colors of russet red, chocolate and black ink are arranged in the wool carpet in an 
over scaled organic link pattern placed over powerful stripes.  Fine wood finishes accent the 
curved ceiling elements and red lacquer columns provide a backdrop to the meandering fluid 
ceiling.  The ceiling integrates the soft halos of the feature chandeliers which reflect and sparkle 
amongst the high energy and animation of the gaming floor below.   
 
Whether you are testing your luck on the over 3000 slot machines or playing your hand at the 
lively table games, you are sure to get your thrill on! 
 
Ante up….. 
The Poker Room embraces player action in a well- lit space with masculine colors of midnight, 
gold tobacco and plum. The 80 tables are arranged to support the intense focus on the game.   
Burled walnut paneling provide the backdrop for the multiple TV’s that keep the Poker players 
connected to the global sporting events. 
 
The feature chandeliers of pierced metal soften and provide a filtering of the ambient lighting 
can be seen through the polished silver metal and rich wood paneled screens flanking the entry. 
Poker chairs upholstered in brown leather and game tables with classic green felts feel right at 
home in this rich environment. The Poker Room is adjacent to the Deli for quick serve food and 
beverages.   
 
Soft curving walkways lead guests through ‘fields’ of state of the art Slot Machines. Over 
3000 slot machines are composed for easy access to Slot Club facilities, Food and Beverage 
offerings and other guest services.   
 
In strategic, yet comfortable locations along the paths of travel through the Casino Gaming Floor 
are clusters of approximately 150 Traditional Table Games. Delivering high energy ambiance to 
the Casino, the Table Games focus toward dynamic elevated Bars and Lounges. 
 
Providing high-end gaming experiences for the VIP Guests, a number of signature Gaming areas 
are delivered at semi-private locations within the Casino.  The Asian Pit incorporates 20 unique 



Table Games different from those on the general gaming floor, in a beautifully appointed interior 
space.  Guests can place their bets on games like Pai Gow, Mini and Midi Baccarat and Sic Bo. 
 
Further complimenting the Asian Pit are two semi-private Lounges; the 20 table High Limit 
Table Area, and 100 machine High Limit Slot Lounge, both housing a private cage, restrooms 
and lounge. All for the personalized attention and comfort of our guests. 
 
Adjacent to the High Limit Slots and High Limit Tables are two Lounges designed as a relaxing 
oasis for premier guests.  The luxurious yet comfortable interiors looks and feels different to 
guests every step of the way. Their ambience is part of the distinctive VIP experience.  High 
profile facades of these Gaming Rooms flank the Casino and are each adorned with polished 
metals, handsome woods and accent lighting that discern itself from the main gaming floor.  By 
contrast, the interiors have upholstered cream colored walls with undulating toffee colored 
leather paneling. Makassar ebony cocktail tables and magenta occasional seating are accented 
with modern architectural finishes.  
 
An intimate bar is positioned within the lounge that is dressed with reflective smoked mirror and 
brushed metal as a backdrop for cocktail offerings. Sparkly sliced geode light fixtures emanate a 
whimsical glow onto the interlocking hexagonal shaped cove lit ceiling.  The action is in the 
gaming room which has vibrant upholstery and organic patterned wool carpet that is the perfect 
complement to adjacent Lounges. 
 
Supporting the Casino Gaming areas are Guest Service functions that include: 
 
The Cage is located central to the gaming floor and directly adjacent to the High Limit Slot 
Lounge and Table Games and Asian Pits.  A secure elevator connects the 20 position Cage to the 
Armored Truck Dock directly below.  There are 3 satellite cages as well, Poker Room, High 
Limit Tables and High Limit Slots, each with two positions. 
 
Several Slot Clubs adorn the Casino proper at strategic locations to allow guests to engage and 
participate in the Live! Rewards Club. 
 
 
Attachment included: 
Slots and Table 


